Nephrologists are increasingly including genetic diagnosis into clinical practice as sequencing costs come down, availability improves, and the list of kidney disease genes becomes more complete. Multiple studies suggest that around 10% of the adult ESKD population and 30% of pediatric cohorts have an identifiable genetic kidney disease (1–3). One study found that genetic diagnosis provided new clinical insight in nearly 75% of solved cases by identifying, reclassifying, or specifying disease etiology or informing prognostication, treatment, or transplant decisions (1). Many nephrologists have little experience with genetic testing, and thus, they may have uncertainty about whom to test, what test to select, and what to expect from the genetic results.

Kidney disease phenotypes can be caused by mutations in any of hundreds of genes. The exons, which are protein-encoding regions of genes that make up only 1% of the whole genome known as the “exome,” are estimated to carry at least 85% of disease-causing variants (4). Next generation sequencing (NGS), also known as massively parallel sequencing, can evaluate all >18,000 genes or a targeted list of genes. NGS can be done on the whole genome, whole exome, or a selection of genes within the exome; these are known as whole-genome sequencing (WGS), whole-exome sequencing (WES), or targeted NGS, respectively (Figure 1A). Because of their efficient multiplexing, these methods provide a clear advantage over Sanger sequencing individual PCR amplicons for all but a small number of indications. Sequencing of individual variants, such as a known familial variant or specific risk allele, or a short list of genes specified by the phenotype does not require NGS, but the list of genes to evaluate does not need to be long before NGS becomes more cost-effective. Large deletions or duplications also known as copy number variations are not detected by individual gene sequencing or standard NGS analysis. Additional analyses of WGS data can identify these well, but the segmented data of short sequences provided by WES have limited sensitivity and specificity for this analysis. For this reason, additional testing, such as multiplex ligation probe-dependent amplification (MLPA), may be performed as an adjunctive test in cases in which WES does not find a definitive variant, and for now, this remains the cost-effective approach over WGS.

NGS is available in many academic institutional laboratories, and it is increasingly available by commercial entities to evaluate genes implicated in kidney disease. An important yet surprisingly variable component to genetic analysis is the interpretation after sequencing and variant calling are complete. Standards on what constitutes “pathogenic” versus “likely pathogenic” versus “variant of unknown significance” are published by the American College of Medical Genetics (5). However, copy number variation analysis is not always included, and genetic kidney disease mechanisms are diverse. For example, only mutations in UMOD that cause specific misfolding of the encoded protein Uromodulin (Tamm–Horsfall protein) cause autosomal dominant tubulointerstitial kidney disease, not those that might be labeled as “pathogenic” because they truncate the protein (Figure 1B). Gene lists in recent published studies have ranged from 207 to 625 genes (6). Lists are often subdivided into gene panels for specific phenotype groups, such as cystic kidney disease, nephrotic syndrome, GN, or congenital abnormalities, in order to focus attention on genes with mutation that would be most likely to explain the disease in question. Some institutions have invested the resources to design NGS capture reagents specific for the gene panels of interest in order to achieve higher sensitivity in those genes with targeted NGS over WES. Many others do WES and then, only consider the selected panel of genes. This provides the opportunity to retrospectively consider other genes subsequently implicated in kidney disease and if the patient is consented accordingly, to contribute WES data from unsolved cases to researchers for novel gene discovery (Figure 1C).

In Kidney360, Wilson et al. (7) report their findings from physician-ordered clinical genetic testing referrals for kidney disease during a 4-year period at Washington University in St. Louis, Missouri. The Genomics and Pathology Services carried out WES on 324 cases during this time and evaluated genes on phenotype-specific gene panels. This consisted of 224 cases tested for genetic causes of atypical hemolytic uremic syndrome (aHUS) and 100 for other panels: nephrotic syndrome (n=56 cases evaluated for 34 genes), cystic kidney disease/nephronophthisis (n=26 cases evaluated for 23 genes), Alport syndrome (n=13 cases evaluated for three genes), or a custom panel (n=5 cases).
The cohort was 57% white, 16% black, 8% Hispanic, 2% Asian, and 15% other. The average age was 30 years but ranged from infancy to later adulthood, and only a minority had known family history. For cases without pathogenic variants by WES on the aHUS panel testing, MLPA was run to assess CFHR gene cluster rearrangements. This study provides valuable insights into what is realistically found with clinically obtained genetic testing by representing one institution’s experience. The cohort contains one of the largest groups tested for aHUS studied to date. In contrast to genetic research cohorts with defined phenotypic inclusion criteria, this cohort has many cases where the ordering physician requested the genetic testing for an unclear clinical diagnosis, often pediatric ESKD. As such, learning from each case is more valuable than considering the percentage of cases solved. The likelihood of an individual patient receiving a genetic diagnosis depends on the specificity of the phenotype, including potential extra-renal manifestations, age of diagnosis, and presence of family history. Indeed, compared with another large study...
of clinically confirmed aHUS, this study found fewer cases with variants in the gene panel, although similar incidence of CFHR1-CFHR3 homozygous rearrangements (11% versus 12%) (8). The percentage of cases given a genetic diagnosis may increase in the next decade as many variants of unknown significance are found in kidney disease genes in published studies, and future variant interpretation can be informed by past experience and subsequent discovery of novel disease genes (Figure 1C). Recently, journals have required submission of published genetic variants to public databases.

After initial WES-based analyses of the five phenotype-specific gene panels in which they found pathogenic or likely pathogenic variants in 66 of 324 (20%) cases, the authors considered whether broadening the gene panel to consider 309 gene associated with kidney disease regardless of specified phenotype would provide a more informative clinical results. They report several interesting findings and describe that this improved their “diagnostic yield” from 20% to nearly 30%. However, these percentages seem to include cases with heterozygous carrier status or genetic risk alleles, not just those with causative genetic diagnosis, and thus, they may be quite misleading. For example, the 66 includes individuals with a single pathogenic allele in recessive disease genes, including Nephrin (NPHS1), Podocin (NPHP2), Fibrocystin (PKHD1), NPHP4, and RPGRIP1L. If these individual pathogenic variants are expected to be part of a pathogenic genotype that explains disease, they must either be homozygous or accompanied by another mutation or deletion not reported due to the modality of testing. A well curated and regularly updated centralized nephrology gene list that includes both the inheritance pattern and allele type—loss of function versus gain of function or other specific alteration—for which each gene is implicated as pathogenic would help streamline these efforts.

Among those unsolved by the aHUS panel plus MLPA, extending analysis to 309 genes found that two cases had heterozygous ADAMTS13 variants indicating carrier status for thrombotic thrombocytopenia purpura, one case had genetically defined recessive Alport syndrome, and one case had congenital acute renal failure with recessive loss of the REN gene encoding renin. The underlying pathogenic variants in PKD1 aa of ordering this test. These included a 26-year-old patient with GN found to have a pathogenic EYA1 genotype for branchiotoforenal syndrome, which is characterized by hearing loss and congenital renal hypoplasia with incomplete penetrance, and an infant with a likely pathogenic recessive genotype in a calcium oxalate nephrolithiasis-associated gene SLC26A1. It would be of interest to know the perspective of the ordering clinicians regarding the benefit of these expected and unexpected genetic findings and whether in retrospect there are additional clinical findings to support the relevance of the genetic diagnosis to the kidney phenotype in question.

In summary, the study by Wilson et al. (7) reports the genetic findings and clinical history for a large cohort representative of current usage of clinical genetic testing in kidney disease. Increasing use of clinical genetic testing with public database entry will allow for increasing ability to interpret the consequences of genetic variants and define the cause of kidney disease phenotypes in ways most amenable to mechanism research. Further, analysis of WES data from large numbers of unsolved cases, if collaborations and appropriate patient consent were obtained, stands to advance further gene discovery. Clinical genetic testing is not without challenges, but with careful analysis and collaboration, it has the potential to accelerate progress in our understanding of the mechanistic basis of kidney disease and development of targets for treatments that could alter the landscape of both inherited and acquired kidney disease.
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